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About This Game

FrostRunner is a first-person platformer “speedrunning” game, where the player is tasked with rapidly completing platforming
challenges before the timer runs out. The game is set in a desolate, frozen environment seemingly abandoned by all life.

Scattered throughout the icy landscape are mysterious energy crystals emanating a strange power. The player navigates 36 levels
of arctic terrain using their platforming skills and a tool that allows them to tether between crystals. The constantly ticking timer

encourages players to complete levels as quickly as possible and compete with others to earn their place at the top of the
leaderboards.

Features:

•Fast-Paced Movement Mechanics
•36 Levels

•Leaderboards
•Achievements
•Collectables

•Unlockable Challenge Levels

Note:

This short game was created by a small student team at SMU Guildhall over a development cycle of 15 weeks. Additional
development to extend the game is not currently planned beyond its academic completion. If you have questions regarding this title,

please email sstringer@smu.edu.
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Title: FrostRunner
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Think Arcade
Publisher:
SMU Guildhall
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 Home

Processor: Intel Core i5-8350U CPU @ 1.70GHz 4 core

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel UHD Graphics 620

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Realtek Audio

English
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